easier to write my first book about Japan before coming than it will be to write my second book after having been here.
Before turning to the material on Japan，I must say a few words about my way of thinking and approach to the problem， because it is so different from that usual in Japan today. In the first place, my approach is quite different from any version of Marxism, since I do not think the economy or social class has any ultimacy or even primacy in the explanation of social process as historical process. On the other hand，I find my work often placed in the category of Seishin-shiy a but I do not accept that category either. At least my assumptions in con nection with such an approach are rather different from any thing current in Japan under that title.
Let me be a little more specific. In the first place, I think that there is such a thing as a cultural system which is for certain purposes analytically distinguishable from the social system. The cultural system would include such things as literature, science, art，philosophy, and so on. The cultural system, or parts of it，are the objects of several disciplines :
History of Literature ( Bungaku-shib) and what is a good person as a member of society. These values limit choices and make some choices more likely than others，and make some choices almost impossible. This is the system of social values which exists in any society， and creates a set of possibilities and impossibilities for social action in that society. Now, even so far any relatively flexible Marxist might be able to go with me，but not to the next point, I think. Namely, I do not believe that such value systems are direct reflections of economic or class forces. I do not believe they change necessarily when economic or class forces change. In fact I believe they are far more stable and persistent than economic or class factors，and change coming from economic and class causes will be channeled by the structure of values.
The next point relative to our consideration tonight is that religion，I believe, is close to the core of any social value although it was developed ana elaborated in that period but certainly was not invented. Most of its essentials can be per haps traced back to the Kamakura* period (1185-1333 )• In some respects it can be traced right back to Prince Shotoku; Thirdly, the individual is obligated to work unceasingly to repay in small measure the blessings he has received, and sacrifice himself for the group if necessary. The individual realizes himself socially only through the group, and the good man is the one who self-sacrificingly helps the group to succeed in prosperity.
Fourthly, science, ethics, philosophy, even religion are valued only insofar as they contribute to the realization of value to the group, not for themselves. At various times in Japanese history it has been said that the Japanese need no ethical code. This is because, if one only acts as one should in one's group obligations, there is no need for an abstract code. Now actually, the code that they had then is not in fact an abstract code. It is not a code in the Western sense but rather a state ment of group obligations. For instance, the unanimously reiterated obligation to conform to chu ( loyalty ) and ko ( filial piety )，which one sees throughout Japanese history, refers to particular obligations and has no universal meaning. These apply only to the particular group context in question.
In obligations. Nevertheless, it may provide the individual with the way of reconciling himself with reality so that it is possible for him to live and to fulfil his obligations to the society. Now I would argue that this structure provided the basis of Japanese modernization, and within a certain lim it it was a very successful basis indeed. It was successful， I think, for two primary reasons. First of all it provided a discipline group structure on which a modern state could be erected, which could direct and control the modernization process. Secondly， it provided the energy for labour necessary in a modern economy.
Of course，there had to be a lot of other factors involved, but these two gave Japan a really remarkable advantage. I cannot think of another case of a westernizing nation whicn had these two advantages in anything like the degree that Japan had. I also think the Japanese response to Christianity has to be considered in these terms，because I think it is rather peculiar and different from most Asian societies. I think the response to Christianity, which was so surprising in the 16th century， is an indication of a kind of possible mutation in the Japanese whether this traditional value system， even though it has undergone many alterations in detail，so much so that it is hardly recognizable as the same thing that came from the Edo period, but which still maintains its basic continuity with the past, whether this value system can provide the basis for a democratic Japan.
